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Please note: the following information comes from twelve different sources – several of whom
work in the FBI, several at the WH, and several Nazi defectors we know. We are presenting
two different narratives because, while most of the story is the same, our govt and FBI
sources have different portions of information compared to our Nazi defectors – there is an
ongoing investigation about which narrative is true so we are presenting both narratives until
proven otherwise. The bulk of these two narratives are exactly the same, just with some
variations.
The Las Vegas shooting on Sunday evening was the worst shooting in American history. It was one
of the greatest tragedies in recent history – but what if we told you that everything is not as it
seems? What if we told you Stephen Paddock was not the shooter. If you’ve wondered how one
man could shoot 600 people in a matter of minutes, you’re on the right track. Hint: they can’t. Even
if you don’t have the inside information that we do, it boggles the mind to assume that one man,
without any violence in his background, could suddenly snap and pull off such a heinous act of
terror. The following information comes from insiders, who are putting their lives at risk to expose
the truth about the Vegas shooting – and because of that, we will protect their identities. Certain
names will be blurred out to protect the integrity of the investigation or to protect our insiders.
Narrative One:
Presented by our Nazi defectors –

Stephen Paddock was not the shooter – but according to our Nazi defector friends, he was an ex-CIA and
Pegasus agent. As we stated the other day, Michael Pompeo is behind setting up the Vegas shooting – he
was planning it since last week. It was supposed to happen LAST Sunday, which we leaked last week.
They pushed the shooting back a week to throw us (and others) off of their trail.

According to the defectors, Paddock was killed exactly two weeks prior to the shooting. He
sent his girlfriend away because he knew he was going to be set up for something.
Talking about 2 weeks ago – here is the SS and Twitter
link: https://twitter.com/ABC/status/915700706517979136

Unit 17, the Collective’s main hit group, was behind the Vegas shooting. The Nazi defectors state that this
location was chosen because of the proximity to the Luxor, which is an occultic symbol. They were hoping
to power-up more that way because of the occultic symbolism and the fact the land was dedicated to
lucifer.

The CIA/Collective agents are preparing for two more false flags within the next week and a
half.
Narrative Two: FBI and Govt Insiders

Our FBI and govt friends have told us some interesting intel and a similar narrative, but a
bit different
According to them, Stephen Paddock was taken by Pompeo a few days prior to the shooting. He
was a person of interest to Pompeo because he knew some information that could bring Mike and
company down quickly.
Our insiders said that there were seven shooters – three military (or ex-military) members and four
Collective black ops soldiers. They said that they had hotel rooms all around the event and each
shot from a different location to maximize the bloodshed.
Paddock’s GF is a programmer for the Collective and was sent away BY Pompeo, NOT Paddock.
She was part of the planning and execution of this – to what extent, we do not know.
The seven shooters set a time frame an hour prior to the shooting and the woman that yelled “we’re
all gonna die tonight – they’re all around” was an insider trying to expose this. She knew there
were numerous shootings all around them and tried to expose it.
According to our insiders, this girl was kidnapped by the CIA and is behind held, too.
Mnuchin and Bannon, as well as, the shadow billionaires (including funds from MM’s bank
account) financed this whole thing as a desperate last ditch effort to power-up.
Our insiders say Pompeo and company are planning up to three mass murder false flags in the next
two weeks.
Here is a screenshot of our friend:

Whichever narrative is true, one thing is for sure: Stephen Paddock was NOT the shooter. He is
either being held by the CIA or is dead. Both narratives said that there was more than one shooter
and this is NOT the end.
Terror threats across America remain at an EXTRA HIGH level and you should remain diligent.
This threat should slow down by October 17th, so until then, use extreme diligence.
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DOESN’T STAY IN VEGAS”
1.

GUINNESSFORD
October 6, 2017 at 11:20 am

Not surprising in the least.
Either way.
Liked by 1 person
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1.

OFFICIALNMP
October 6, 2017 at 11:36 am

I know. It’s truly horrific. When we posted this, our main admin’s threats increased. In fact, she
had a dead bird staked in her back yard. They are desperate to keep the truth from coming out –
but we will NOT be silenced. Truth WILL be revealed.
Like
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2.

GOVERNMENTPUNISHMENT (@PUNISHMENTGOVT)
October 7, 2017 at 8:04 pm

Your comment is awaiting moderation.
Anon, do you have leaks you want to share?
Here is my LEAKS FOLDER upload link:
http://www.mediafire.com/filedrop/filedrop_hosted.php?drop=376ff6fa32469ab2a1c3d2a304d72d6
8d627a1fe5ee6bac25cf57339fdddb678
Like
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https://officialnmpblog.wordpress.com/2017/10/05/what-happens-in-vegas-doesnt-stay-in-vegas/comment-page1/#comment-50
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WATCH: LEAKED 2011
FOOTAGE OF VEGAS
SHOOTER EMERGES – NOTICE
ANYTHING SUSPICIOUS?
(VIDEO)
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America was hit by the deadliest mass shooting of all time on Sunday, but as more
evidence comes to light, citizens are beginning to question the official story. The
police have refused to release any and all footage which would prove their story, but
our sources reveal that leaked footage from 2011 has now been exposed.
Ever since the shooting occurred, government officials have been hesitant to reveal any casino
footage which would verify their story. According to them, a 64-year-old Stephen Paddock was
able to carry dozens of sniper rifles and high powered assault weapons up to his room
undetected, along with thousands of rounds of ammunition.
He then supposedly smashed open the windows of his 32nd floor room, and proceeded to open
fire thousands of rounds into a crowd below. In total, 58 were murdered and hundreds more
were injured. Yet, as contradictory evidence mounts up, many are left wondering whether we’ve
been told the whole story.
Silence is Consent previously reported that Sheriff Joseph Lombardo, leading the investigation
into Stephen Paddock, believes that there may have been an accomplice which the media is not
reporting on:

STEPHEN PADDOCK, THE LAS VEGAS SHOOTER, LIKELY HAD SOMEONE HELPING HIM IN
THE LEAD-UP TO THE MASS SHOOTING THAT KILLED 58 AND WOUNDED NEARLY 500, THE
LAS VEGAS SHERIFF HAS CONFIRMED.
SHERIFF JOSEPH LOMBARDO IS NOW LOOKING INTO THE POSSIBILITY OF A SECOND
ACCOMPLICE, AS REPORTS SURFACE THAT HE WAS SEEN WITH A WOMAN AT THE
MANDALAY BAY HOTEL.
LOMBARDO HAS ALSO REVEALED THAT PADDOCK INTENDED TO SURVIVE THE ATTACK AND
ESCAPE, BASED ON EVIDENCE THEY FOUND. IT WAS ONE OF SEVERAL REVELATIONS ABOUT
THE SHOOTING THAT IS NOW THE MOST DEADLY IN UNITED STATES HISTORY.
IT IS NOW BELIEVED THAT PADDOCK HAD TO HAVE ASSISTANCE “AT SOME POINT” TO HELP
PULL OFF THE ATTACK, ACCORDING TO LOMBARDO, WHO SAYS THE SHOOTER WOULD
HAVE HAD TO HAVE BEEN A “SUPER HERO” TO PLAN, SET-UP, AND EXECUTE THE
SHOOTING ALL ON HIS OWN.
SHERIFF LOMBARDO SPECULATES THAT PADDOCK STOPPED SHOOTING TO TRY AND
ESCAPE THE HOTEL, AS HE HAD A CAR PACKED WITH GUNS AND EXPLOSIVES WAITING.
HOWEVER, A HOTEL SECURITY GUARD HAD ALREADY POSITIONED HIMSELF OUTSIDE OF
HIS ROOM, CORNERING HIM IN. PADDOCK FIRED OVER 200 SHOTS OUTSIDE OF THE DOOR,
DESPERATE TO ESCAPE, TO NO AVAIL. THE SECURITY GUARD WAS SHOT BUT WILL SURVIVE.
AUTHORITIES ALSO REVEALED THAT PADDOCK PLANNED TO EXPLODE A GROUP OF FUEL
TANKS ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE FESTIVAL, BUT HIS BULLETS DID NOT PIERCE THE
TANKS AND IGNITE THE FUEL. THAT IS WHY A SECOND SET OF WINDOWS IN HIS SUITE
WERE BROKEN OUT, WHICH PROVIDED A BETTER ANGLE.
Victims of the shooting have also called into the Michael Savage radio show, claiming that they
saw a second shooter in the crowd—and while there isn’t a smoking gun yet, new footage has
been released which adds fuel to the conspiracy fire of this complex and mysterious event.
In 2011, Paddock reportedly slipped in the Cosmopolitan hotel in Las Vegas and later sued them,
losing the case. “He was described as being slovenly, not well kept,” said a lawyer involved in the
case. “He was not combative. This is not a guy that I would’ve looked at and thought he’s going to
commit a crime some day,” he added.
The evidence doesn’t seem to add up. This non-combative, unkempt gambler, who did not have
a history of religious or extremist group affiliations, just suddenly decided to snap one day and
shoot thousands of rounds into a crowd? It doesn’t make sense, but then again, mass shootings
never do.

What do you think? Please let us know your thoughts in the comments section
below, and be sure to share this article on social media to support independent
news.
http://silenceisconsent.net/watch-leaked-2011-footage-vegas-shooter-just-emerged-notice-anything-suspicious-video/
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Defense & Security Solutions
Pegasus Global Strategic Solutions ("PGSS") is changing it’s name
toDefense & Security Solutions ("DSS"), a wholly owned subsidiary

of Marble Arch Partners, specializes in defense and security products
and services.DSS' core competency includes prototyping, product
development, production, manufacturing and technology development within
the fields of electronic warfare, robotics, unmanned systems, field service
training, import/export assistance and international sourcing and licensing of
foreign-origin technology. DSS' strategic advantage is its ability to source and
supply commercial-off-the-shelf intellectual property (IP) to U.S. Government
customers, improve upon the technology and, if required, produce it in a U.S.
certified and classified manufacturing facility.DSS has access to an
internationally recognized pool of talented professionals with extensive
experience in the public and private sector. Many DSS' contractors are former
senior government officials and members of multilateral government
organizations, e.g. UN, and NATO. Each has significant expertise in
specialized sectors – both business and geographic – and brings to the
company a strong commitment to transparency in all engagements. In
addition, DSS has on an "engagement basis" access to senior business
professionals in a wide area of fields, including finance, law, manufacturing,
operations/engineering, sales/solutions, import/export assistance, government
relations, public affairs, IP Development/Licensing and regulatory.

How We Work
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Defense Sectors







Electronic Warfare
C5i; ISR solutions
Net-centric battlefield communications
CBNRE
Counter-Terrorism Communications Technologies
Emergency Medical equipment

Current Products & Services Under Development






Offensive and Defensive Uses of RF Suppression [Dynamic
Interference and Operational Suppression]
Unmanned Systems
Sensors, Sensors and More Sensors
Forensic & Predictive Technologies
Robotics & Autonomous Systems

Accomplishments & Expanding IP Portfolio
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Granted 2 US Patents [3rd Pending] in the field of Radio Frequency
Suppression [US #7391356 B2 and #7746265] inventing new
methods in radio frequency suppression system & applications for
military and domestic security - such as:
mounted, dismounted and fixed site RF Suppression to prevent
Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Device [RC-IED] detonations
and
disruption of adversary Command & Control communications
Exclusive licences for key unmanned ground vehicle [UGV]
technologies
Exclusive distribution licences for military and security vehicle
platforms
Emerging IP relationship with key federal laboratories for
commercialization of federally-funded research in the US, UK, Asia
Exclusive design, development and distribution partnership with
major Asia-region technology firm

http://www.pegasusglobalholdings.com/defense-and-security-solutions.html

